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a b s t r a c t

Crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO) and shape fabrics of dynamically recrystallized quartz are
currently used as shear sense indicators. We show that the CPO and shape fabric in a polyphase rock do
not necessarily indicate the shear sense at the global scale of the shear zone but rather at the local scale
of the deforming and recrystallizing quartz aggregates.

In lower amphibolite facies shear zones in the Gran Paradiso metagranodiorite, magmatic quartz
grains have recrystallized dynamically by subgrain rotation and grain boundary migration and deform
inside a very fine-grained feldsparemica matrix. The quartz CPO has a peripheral [c]-axis maximum
inclined synthetically with the local shear sense. The orientation of the surface fabric is related to the
orientation of the [c]-axis maximum and the microscopic shear sense in the quartz aggregate. The
geometry of the surface fabric ranges from monoclinic to symmetric depending on the relative contri-
bution of grain boundary migration.

It is inferred that flow partitioning between the quartz aggregates and the matrix controls the local
kinematics. CPOs are only reliable shear sense indicators in polyphase rocks if the most highly strained
parts are analyzed where spin of the aggregates with respect to the shear zone boundary has ceased.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The objective of this study is to understand the progressive
development of quartz fabrics and crystallographic preferred
orientations (CPOs) in shear zones. Many insights in CPO devel-
opment in experimentally or naturally deformed rocks were
obtained from studies on monophase material, especially quartz-
ites (e.g. Tullis, 1977; Carreras et al., 1977; Bouchez, 1977; Garcia-
Celma, 1983; Schmid and Casey, 1986; Mancktelow, 1987; Law
et al., 1990; Heilbronner and Tullis, 2006; Pennacchioni et al.,
2010). These studies indicate that asymmetric CPOs can be used
as shear sense indicators (e.g. Berthe et al., 1979; Lister and Hobbs,
1980; Simpson, 1980; Behrmann and Platt, 1982; Simpson and
Schmid, 1983). In the absence of an internal asymmetry of the
[c]-axis pole figure, the interpretation of the shear sense depends
on an asymmetry of the pole figure orientation with respect to the
chosen kinematic reference frame. Numerical models (Lister et al.,
1978; Lister and Hobbs, 1980; Wenk et al., 1989; Jessell and Lister,
1990) demonstrate that the geometry of the CPOs is related to
n).
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the applied kinematic framework and pole figures strengthen
with increasing strain. The models predict that the CPO rotates
with respect to the finite strain ellipse (against the shear sense) as
strain increases. CPOs which show this relation have also been
reported for natural rocks (e.g. Burg and Laurent, 1978; van
Roermund et al., 1979).

In contrast, some quartz CPOs measured in natural shear zones
(e.g. Carreras et al., 1977; Simpson, 1980; Garcia Celma, 1983),
obtained from numerical models (Etchecopar, 1977; Etchecopar and
Vasseur, 1987) or from deformation experiments (Heilbronner and
Tullis, 2006) are rotated with respect to the shear zone boundary
plane and shear direction, but display no or little rotation with
respect to the finite strain.

In order to be able to use the CPO as a reliable shear sense
indicator it must be consistent with other shear sense criteria.
Oblique foliations (shape fabrics) are easy to recognize and have
been related to the deformation mechanism, recrystallization
mechanism, and kinematics (Berthe et al., 1979; Means, 1981;
Simpson and Schmid, 1983; Lister and Snoke, 1984; Knipe and
Law, 1987; Schmid et al., 1987).

We use microstructures in small-scale shear zones which
display a strain gradient by a gradually deflected foliation to
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Fig. 1. Geological setting: (a) Geological sketch of the Gran Paradiso nappe (after
Kassem, 2005; Menegon and Pennacchioni, 2010). Rectangular area indicates the field
area in upper Piantonetto valley. (b) Conceptual sketch showing the subhorizontal
shear zones in a low strain domain. (c). Field view of shear zones cutting moderately
deformed metagranodiorite. Shear sense is sinistral (top to the west). Area is repre-
sentative of rectangular inset in (b).
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reconsider the problem. Progressive CPO development can be
observed from initial recrystallization of magmatic quartz grains to
fully recrystallized, highly deformed quartz layers which are
embedded in a fine-grained feldsparemica matrix. In this study,
the relation of the CPO, shape fabric and shear sense will be dis-
cussed with respect to the influence of the recrystallization mech-
anism, the choice of the reference frame, and the possibility of flow
partitioning between quartz aggregates and the feldsparemica
matrix.

2. Geological setting

2.1. Overview

The perminan metagranodiorites of the Gran Paradiso (Fig. 1a)
are heterogeneously deformed during the Alpine orogeny (e.g. Dal
Piaz et al., 1972; Le Bayon et al., 2006). Meter to kilometer scale low
strain domains surrounded by granitic orthogneisses are preserved
(Callegari et al., 1969). The metagranitoids have been intensively
studied structurally and petrologically (e.g. LeGoff and Ballevre,
1990; Brouwer et al., 2002; Menegon et al., 2006, 2008, Menegon
and Pennacchioni, 2010).

The low strain domains host straight, planar small scale shear
zones, in regular, equispaced, subhorizontal (and minor sub-
vertical), conjugate arrays (Menegon and Pennacchioni, 2010)
(Fig. 1b and c) and several orientation groups of shear zones with
a regular spacing have been described. The deformation in the host
rock and within the shear zones is assumed to be coeval (Menegon
and Pennacchioni, 2010). The metagranodiorite was meta-
morphosed during (1) an early Alpine event under high pressure
conditions at about 500�Ce550 �C and 1.0e1.6 GPa and (2) a later
event under lower amphibolite facies conditions at about 550 �C
and 0.6e0.7 GPa (LeGoff and Ballevre, 1990; Brouwer et al., 2002).
The early high pressure event was static and the shear zones
formed after peak pressure conditions.

The investigated samples were taken from small scale sub-
horizontal shear zones in the Piantonetto valley, Lago Teleccio and
the Alpe Drosa area (GP9: 32T372881/5038395 GP11/GP12:
32T0371389/5037047) Hand specimens display gradually stronger
foliations reflecting strain gradients which can often be observed
within one or two thin sections (Fig. 2a and b). Samples GP9 and
GP11 are from a medium-grained porphyric metagranodiorite with
a quartz content of w30% (Fig. 2a). GP12 is a microgranitic enclave
enclosed in the metagranodiorite (Fig. 2b). The enclave has a bio-
titeegranite composition with a quartz content of w33% and is
devoid of white mica and porphyric K-feldspar. In the field the
shear zones from which samples GP11 and GP12 were collected
have similar orientations (S136/21,L132/16; S110/19,L114/18) and
are from the same outcrop but have opposite shear senses e GP11
top NW, GP12 top ESE.

2.2. Internal structure of the shear zones

In the samples we distinguish a protolith or host rock,
a mylonite, and an ultramylonite. The protolith was weakly
deformed with a fattening component simultaneously with the
shear zones (Menegon and Pennacchioni, 2010). The ultramylonite
forms in the most highly strained parts where the foliation is
parallel to the shear zone boundary.

The development and progressive rotation of a foliation and the
change of shape of mineral aggregates are assumed to result from
the strain gradient toward the shear zone center. Least deformed
parts of the mylonite show a weak foliation defined by the
preferred elongation and orientation of polycrystalline plagioclase
and biotite aggregates. Quartz grains of magmatic origin are up to



Fig. 2. Samples: Polished rock surface and plane light scans of thin section views of samples GP11 and GP12. GP11 is a medium-grained metagranodiorite. GP12 contains
a microgranitic enclave with a smaller size of mineral aggregates. Quartz is white, biotite is brown, fine-grained plagioclase aggregates are gray, K-feldspar is light gray.
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10 mm in size in GP11 and w1 mm in GP12. At intensely deformed
sites, e.g. adjacent to relatively rigid K-feldspar porphyroclasts,
magmatic quartz grains begin to dynamically recrystallize. In the
more highly strained part of the mylonite, quartz has completely,
K-feldspar, biotite have almost completely dynamically recrystal-
lized and former single magmatic quartz grains form poly-
crystalline aggregates. Recrystallized K-feldspar, plagioclase
aggregates and biotite form interconnected layers with a variable
degree of phase mixing. Deflection of the foliation clearly indicates
the shear sense in both samples (Fig. 2). In the most highly strained
parts of the mylonite the quartz aggregates and the phase mixture
form parallel layers. In the transition zone to the ultramylonite, the
quartz aggregates started to disintegrate and mix with K-feldspar,
plagioclase, biotite � white mica to form a polymineralic fine-
grained ultramylonite. This change in microstructure takes place by
intergranular dilatancy and K-feldspar and biotite precipitation
between quartz grains (Kilian et al., 2011). The ultramylonite is not
considered further in this contribution.
2.3. The matrix

In the following, the term matrix is used to describe the partial
or complete mixture of all phases except for quartz, i.e. of fine-
grained K-feldspar, biotite, plagioclase, white mica and accessory
garnet, epidote, �clinozoisite.

The plagioclase is of either albite or oligoclase composition, the
latter being more common in the highly strained parts. In the
undeformed rock, plagioclase occurs in polycrystalline fine-grained
aggregates, partially intergrown with variable amounts of white
mica or clinozoisite (Fig. 3a). Undeformed plagioclase aggregates
are pseudomorphs after undeformed magmatic plagioclase and
reach sizes up to 1e10mm. K-feldspar occurs in the host rock and in
the weakly deformed part of the shear zone as perthitic porphyr-
oclasts. Plagioclase aggregates have readily deformed between
clasts of K-feldspar or quartz. Large K-feldspar clasts have fractured
and subsequently recrystallized. In the more highly strained matrix
monomineralic or polymineralic plagioclase e K-feldspar � mica
layers have formed (Fig. 3b). A smaller portion of the matrix
plagioclase originates from perthitic exolution or myrmekitic
reaction in K-feldspar clasts. The plagioclase grain size in the
aggregates remains constant along the strain gradient and is
identical to that of the recrystallized K-feldspar with a volumetric
mean of 15 mm (Kilian et al., 2011). Magmatic brown biotite is
kinked and recrystallized marginally to fine-grained biotite, which
forms layers at higher strain. With increasing strain recrystallized
biotite grains occur intermixed in the polymineralic layers and pure
biotite layers disappear.



Fig. 3. Matrix microstructures: (a) SEM/BSE micrographs of the undeformed plagioclase matrix with white mica (wm) and clinozoisite (cz) intergrown with albite (ab) and
oligoclase (olg). Relatively pure albite aggregates are also common. (b) SEM/BSE micrograph of the deformed matrix composed of polyphase mixture of albite, oligoclase, K-feldspar
(kfs), biotite (bt) and white mica (wm). Oligoclase rims growing around albite cores. Deformed plagioclase grains have higher aspect ratios and more lobate shapes than in (a).
Images are of sample GP11 except (a) lower picture and (b) lower picture which are from sample GP9.
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3. Analytical methods

3.1. Reference frames and definitions

We use the structural XYZ coordinate system as the global
reference frame where X is the lineation and transport direction in
the shear plane (¼parallel to the shear zone boundary), Z is the pole
of the shear zone boundary and Y is the transverse direction (Fig. 4).
The local reference frame XaYZa is defined by the trace of the
aggregate long axis Xa (in XZ), the pole to XaY (¼Za). Y is the same as
in the global reference frame (Fig. 4). Angles are counted positive
and against the global shear sense from X or Xa. As a consequence,
in a dextral shear zone, positive angles will be counter-clockwise.
4 is the angle between an aggregate and X, q is the angle of the
[c]-axis pole figure maximum with respect to X, and b is the angle
between the [c]-axis pole figure maximum and Xa. In the most
highly strained parts of the shear zone it is impossible to distin-
guish between the orientation of the shear zone boundary and the
quartz aggregate long axis orientation (i.e., X z Xa). Where quartz
aggregates are curved the orientation of the median line has been
used. The ‘corresponding matrix foliation’, F, is defined by the mica
or plagioclase grain alignment and measured at the same distance
from the shear zone boundary as the quartz aggregate (Fig. 4).
Directly adjacent to the quartz aggregates the matrix foliation is
usually deflected locally, and therefore has not been measured.
φ

Z

Sm

Φ

Za

Fig. 4. Definitions of global and local reference frames: The global (shear zone) reference fra
the long axis of the quartz aggregate. 4 is the angle of the quartz aggregate long axis with re
global reference direction X, b is the angle of the peripheral quartz [c]-axis maximum with
main foliation (S) in the matrix. See text for discussion.
3.2. Determination of the crystallographic preferred orientation

The quartz crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO) was
analyzed using computer integrated polarization microscopy (CIP)
(Heilbronner and Pauli, 1993; Heilbronner, 2000; http://pages.
unibas.ch/earth/micro) and EBSD (e.g. Adams, 1993). CIP allows
the calculation of [c]-axis orientation images and [c]-axis pole
figures. CIP was usually employed for the evaluation of large areas
(up to 35 mm2) because CIP is much less time-consuming than
EBSD. EBSD allows the calculation of complete textures. For the CIP
analysis, extra thin sections (thickness w 20 mm) were used. The
input images (1300 � 1030 pixel) were acquired with a mono-
chromatic IR sensitive camera (AxiocamMRm) on a ZEISS Axioplan
microscope. Apart from [c]-axis orientation images, three principal
misorientation images were calculated. CIP misorientation images
show the angular deviation of the [c]-axis (at each pixel) from
a fixed (external) reference direction. The principal misorientation
images are calculated with respect to X,Y,Z. Using a ZEISS Evo50
SEM, equipped with a Digiview II EBSD camera and OIM software
(TSL-Ametek), Euler angles describing the quartz crystal orienta-
tions were determined and represented as orientation maps at
step sizes of 1e6.75 mm. Pole figures and inverse pole figures
were calculated from the raw EBSD data using the MTEX toolbox
(Hielscher and Schaeben, 2008). For further details see Kilian et al.
(2011).
X
= szb

Xa

θ
β

[c]-axis maximum

X
Xa

me is parallel to the shear zone boundary (szb). The local reference frame is parallel to
spect to X, q is the angle of the peripheral quartz [c]-axis maximum with respect to the
respect to the local reference direction Xa (qe4 ¼ b). F is the angle between X and the
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3.3. Grain size analysis

Grain sizes were derived from grain maps which were obtained
from CIP-derived misorientation images using the freeware Image
SXM (http://www.ImageSXM.org.uk) and the Lazy grain bound-
aries macro (http://pages.unibas.ch/earth/micro). The orientation
difference of [c]-axes across grain boundaries of segmented grains
was chosen to be roughly>7.5�. The [c]-axis misorientation angle is
always smaller or equal than the real misorientation angle, which is
based on the full crystal orientation. Therefore, we may slightly
underestimate the recrystallized grain size but we do not miss real
b
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3.4. Analysis of shape fabrics

The microstructure is described in terms of particle and
particle surface orientations using the PAROR (Panozzo, 1983) and
SURFOR (Panozzo, 1984) methods. Typical results yield an orien-
tation distribution function (ODF) of long axes of grains (PAROR)
and of grain surfaces (SURFOR) presented by length-weighted
rose diagrams. The rose diagrams obtained by SURFOR were used
to calculate the characteristic shape of the fabric by linking up all
surface elements in the order of increasing slope (see Schmid
et al., 1987). The projection functions yield the bulk fabric
anisotropy, b/abulk and the bulk preferred orientation of a. b/abulk
is different from the arithmetic mean of axial ratios of individual
particles because b/abulk also depends on the ODF of the particle
long axes.

To analyze the shape fabric of entire quartz aggregates, the
aspect ratio and long axis orientations were determined on
manually produced bitmaps (from photomicrographs) of the
aggregates. In the case of the coarse-grained granodiorite, the best
fit ellipses were calculated with Image SXM. Where the ellipse fit
was poor, angles and axes of the aggregates were measured by
hand. In the microgranitic sample GP12 quartz aggregates are small
and homogeneously distributed, but display a large spread in
shape. Here, autocorrelation functions (ACF) (Heilbronner, 2002)
were calculated directly from bitmaps. ACFs with different window
sizes (tile size: an ACF tile is the area covered by the autocorrelation
function.) were used and aggregate shapes were determined from
average ACFs made from tessellations using 3 tiles with >100
aggregates/tile, 15 tiles with w50 aggregates/tile, and 26 tiles with
10e20 aggregates/tile. The ACFs were thresholded at a level where
the size of the contour corresponds to that of the average aggregate.
To determine the orientation and the aspect ratio of the thresh-
olded ACFs, best fit ellipses were used.

The programs STRIPSTAR, PAROR and SURFOR are available at
http://pages.unibas.ch/earth/micro/index.html.

4. Results

4.1. Shape and orientation of sheared quartz aggregates

With increasing distance along the strain gradient quartz
aggregates progressively elongate and change their long axis
orientation toward a smaller angle 4 (between X and Xa) together
with a rotation of the corresponding matrix foliation (Fig. 5a).
Fig. 5b shows the quartz aggregate orientation and aspect ratio
measured in samples GP11 and GP12. Sample GP11 has a larger
aggregate size and is more heterogeneous. The measured values of
a/b and 4 do not correspond to the line indicating the expected
aspect ratio and ellipse orientation for a passive marker in simple
shear and plane strain (strain ellipse) given by

a=b ¼
��

1=tan2 q
�
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�
1þ 1=tan 2q2

�r �2

for the aspect ratio a/b and the orientation q of a (after e.g. Ramsay
and Huber, 1983). Instead, the quartz aggregates tend to show
lower aspect ratios for given angles 4 (Fig. 5b). Sample GP12 is more
homogeneous, aggregates are smaller, and the ACFs of aggregates
shows the same trend as thatmeasured in sample GP11. The angle 4
of quartz aggregates in the mylonite is often smaller than the angle
of the corresponding matrix foliation (F) (Fig. 5c). This relationship
is found to be more consistent in sample GP12 than in GP11.

In the most highly strained mylonite, aggregates are aligned
parallel to the shear plane and reach aspect ratios >25, separated
by matrix layers. The quartz layer thickness is highly variable and
can decrease down to the diameter of a single grain (toward the
center of the shear zone). Boudinage and pinch-and-swell struc-
tures are rare and occur in more heterogeneous parts of the
samples, often associated with the development of shear bands.

4.2. Quartz microstructures

In the weakly deformed mylonite the quartz aggregates are
composed of magmatic grains rimmed by recrystallized grains.
Recrystallized grains decorate the edges of magmatic grains form-
ing core and mantle structures (White, 1976) (Fig. 6a). Relict
magmatic quartz grains show a sweeping extinction and are
commonly segmented by subgrain boundaries which may form
chessboard patterns (Fig. 6a; Baeta and Ashbee, 1969). With
increasing strain the fraction of recrystallized grains progressively
increases until magmatic grains have been entirely replaced (Fig. 6b
and c). Relict magmatic grains from which recrystallized grains
originate are referred to as parent grain.

Recrystallized grains generally show a microstructure ranging
from interlobatee interlocking to polygonal and square to diamond
shaped grains (Fig. 6cee). Grain boundary segments are straight to
curved and frequently meet at angles <120�, although at high
magnification triple junctions the angle can be close to 120�.
Occasionally, quadruple junctions are present (Fig. 6e). The content
of fine-grained solid inclusions is highly variable inside and
between different quartz aggregates (Fig. 6e and f).

4.3. Quartz grain size

Sample GP12 contains smaller quartz aggregates which were
completely recrystallized at lower strain than in the coarse grained
metagranodiorite. The recrystallized grain size in GP12 is approxi-
mately the same as in the metagranodiorite GP11. Recrystallized
grains have a mv(D) of 120 mm and mh(D) of 65 mm (Fig. 7a) which
remains constant across the shear zone (Fig. 7b). In most cases the
grain size has a broad unimodal distribution ranging from
approximately 20 to 300 mm with very few grains >200 mm
(Fig. 7a). The number weighted distribution is skewed toward
smaller grain sizes. The grain size in the single-grain-thick-layers
(25e150 mm), which form at high strain, is approximately the
same as in the other quartz aggregates. The parent grains and the
recrystallized grains contain subgrains. EBSD based subgrain size
determinations yield sizes between 20 and 65 mmwith a mean size
of 40 mm (Kilian et al., 2011).

4.4. Quartz crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO)

Fully recrystallized aggregates contain a strongCPO (Figs. 8e11a).
The dominant CPO type is a peripheral [c]-axis maximum with an
external asymmetry with respect to both reference frames, XZ and
XaZa.

Inverse pole figures with X, Y or Z as reference direction do not
show a strong preferred orientation (Fig. 11b). A maximum in the
inverse pole figure with respect to the direction perpendicular to
the orientation of the [c]-axis maximum (w160�) is located in the
direction corresponding with <a> axes. In the inverse pole figure
calculated with respect to 20�, which roughly coincides with the
orientation of the maximum surface projection function (15�),
directions close to <r>-axes are predominant (Fig. 11b).

The bulk [c]-axis pole figures of the entire shear zones have been
calculated from all aggregates, excluding parent grains (Fig. 11c). In
GP11 the bulk CPO is similar to the CPOs measured in the most
highly strained aggregates but shows an asymmetric spread of [c]-
axis orientations along the periphery. The bulk CPO of GP12 also
shows a spread along the periphery but a main maximum is less

http://pages.unibas.ch/earth/micro/index.html


Fig. 6. Quartz microstructures: (a) Parent magmatic grain showing chessboard pattern subgrains and recrystallized grains at the margin. Incipient quartz deformation in the
mylonite (GP11). (b) Fully recrystallized quartz aggregate in the highly strained part of the mylonite, forming parallel layers with the matrix (GP9). (c) Grains in a partly recrys-
tallized aggregate in the mylonite. Note grains replaced by grain boundary migration (arrows). (d) Slightly lobate microstructure in fully recrystallized aggregate in the mylonite.
Note small-scale straight grain boundary segments (GP11). (e) Diamond-shaped grain boundary alignment in fully recrystallized aggregate in mylonite with low density of second
phase particles. Grain boundary segments can align across several grains (GP9). (f) Detail of (b) showing a weak oblique preferred orientation of grain boundaries (stippled line) in
quartz aggregate with a high density of second phase particles. Thin, straight inclusion trails with the orientation of the solid line trace late cracks, which crosscut grain boundaries
without offset. Some inclusions are aligned along (former) grain boundaries, parallel to the preferred orientation of the grain boundaries and are partly included inside grains
(stippled line) (GP9).
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pronounced. Bulk [c]-axis pole figures in GP9 are calculated for
parallel layers of one and multiple grains thickness and both have
the same geometry (Fig. 11d). b is 65� and 70� respectively. The
values of the pole figure maxima are 16 and 19, indicating a slightly
stronger CPO in the multiple grain thick layers.

4.5. Rotation of the pole figures

The most common CPO in single aggregates is represented by
a pole figure with a single peripheral [c]-axis maximum which at
high strain show identical angles b¼ qw 70� which remains stable
and does not changewith increasing strain, i.e. it is considered to be
a stable end orientation of the pole figure for these mylonites
(Figs. 11e and 9). In the case of deflections of the flow plane (e.g.
flow around garnet or other rigid inclusions) in the fully recrys-
tallized, layered parts of the shear zone the pole figure rotates with
the layer orientation (Fig. 11e). The angle b remains w70� while q

varies up to 30�, depending on the local layer orientation.
The position of the pole figure maximum changes relative to the

reference frames (XYZ, XaYZa) with a decreasing distance to the
shear zone center or decreasing 4 (Fig. 12a and b). In the highly
strained mylonite, where the global and the local reference frame
are essentially parallel, the orientation of the pole figures remains
constant. The pole figure maximum is consistently inclined with
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obtained from histograms of single aggregates. Distance is in mm from the shear zone
center (at 0 mm), same as in Fig. 5a.
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the shear sense with respect to the shear zone boundary as well as
with respect to the aggregate long axis. At aggregate orientations of
4 > 15�, the CPO maximum is preferentially oriented at b � 90�

with respect to the aggregate long axis (Fig. 12a and b). For smaller
angle 4 when quartz aggregates become subparallel to the shear
zone boundary (X), b decreases below 90�.

In GP12, 4 decreases toward the shear zone center and b and q

decrease accordingly but a) two distinct groups are distinguishable
(separated at d w10 mm or 4 w 15�) and b) a smaller relative
rotation occurs inside these groups for the angle b ([c]-axis with
respect to aggregate) (Fig. 12b). This behavior is less obvious in
GP11 which shows a greater range in the distribution of b and q

(Fig. 12a).
The total change of q is larger than that of b, i.e. the [c]-axis

maximum rotates less with respect to the aggregate than with
respect to the shear zone boundary, though both rotate with
increasing strain synthetically with the local shear sense (Fig. 12a,
b and 13). The [c]-axis maximum has been rotated less with respect
to the local reference frame when X and Xa are not parallel. In other
words, while b decreases by an angle ofw40e50� over a distance of
5e15 mm, q decreases by an angle of 50e70� (Fig. 12a and b).
4.6. Particle and surface fabrics

Fabrics are displayed in the XYZ reference frame. The intensity of
the fabric can vary laterally within a single quartz aggregate
without any change in CPO geometry, grain size, or visible aggre-
gate stretch. A particle fabric (PAROR) is not pronounced in any of
the quartz aggregate but a surface fabric (SURFOR) is more common
(Fig. 14).

The anisotropy of the particle fabric is low and the bulk
axial ratios b/abulk are generally larger than 0.80 with an average of
b/abulk of 0.89, which is close to isotropic (¼1). The ODF of grain
long axes shows a stronger preferred orientation. The ODFs of the
surface elements of recrystallized grains typically show either
a monoclinic or orthorhombic to symmetric geometry and always
have an external asymmetry (Figs. 11a and 13). One maximum
aligns preferentially at an angle (<40�) relative to Xa. A second
maximum usually develops at a high angle w70e90� to the main
maximum (Fig. 14). The most consistent description of their
geometry is found with respect to the local reference frame XaYZa.
The orthorhombic geometries of surface ODF often show two
constrictions between the maxima while the monoclinic type has
one constriction. The orientation of the minor or major constric-
tion coincides with the orientation of the [c]-axis maximum. The
maximum of the surface ODF is inclined in the same sense
the [c]-axis maximum is inclined with respect to Za (e.g. Fig. 14,
GP11-1D5a).

4.7. CPO relation to local matrix kinematics and parent grain
orientation

Many parent grains show subgrains (Fig. 6a) but a gradual
transition from the parent grain crystallographic orientation to the
recrystallized grain crystallographic orientation is rare. However,
occasionally [c]-axis orientations of recrystallized rims appear as
dispersions of the parent grain orientation (Figs. 8 and 9). The
relation can be best seen in the site GP11-1D22. Thematrix foliation
wraps around the and is deflected by a local micro-shear-zone
oriented at 145� to X with a synthetic shear sense with respect to
the global shear sense (developed between a K-feldspar porphyr-
oclast and the quartz aggregate, lower left). Around the parent
grain a thin mantle of recrystallized grains is formed which is
oriented at an angle of 70e90� with respect to the matrix around
the quartz aggregate. The inclination of the [c]-axis maximum is
synthetic with the local shear sense of the matrix around the
aggregate. As the matrix wraps around quartz aggregates, there are
domains where the c-axes of recrystallized grains shows a gradual
increase in misorientation with respect to the parent grain. In that
case the CPO of recrystallized grains can be considered as
a dispersion of the parent grain orientation. However, for the same
clast, other quadrants show a high misorientation of all recrystal-
lized grains with respect to the parent grain and no gradual tran-
sition (see Figs. 8 and 9 site GP11-1D22).

4.8. Local and global shear sense

Global shear sense is related to the sense of displacement and
was determined by the deflection of the foliation of the shear
zone, wherever available by SC0-shear bands, and marker offsets
(GP11). Local shear senses were established based on shear sense
indicators in the matrix (sigma clasts of mica or plagioclase, drag
of mica seams e.g. Simpson and Schmid,1983; Passchier and Trouw,
1996) which are then compared with the shear senses indicated by
the CPO in the quartz aggregates. The interpretation of the latter
depends on the chosen reference frame (e.g. Lister and Williams,
1979) and may be ambiguous in the case of weak CPOs
(Passchier, 1983).

The CPOs of the Gran Paradiso mylonites have a peripheral [c]-
axis maximum inclined synthetically with the local shear sense
so that the angle b is <90�. The CPO and surface ODF (shape fabric)
are in most cases consistent with the local shear sense. Three cases
can be distinguished: 1) In the most highly deformed parts, both
the CPO and surface ODF show the global shear sense of the shear
zone. 2) In the intermediate parts (4 > 15�), the CPO and surface
ODF of most aggregates show a shear sense contrary to the global
shear sense, consistent with the local shear sense in the matrix. 3)
Few aggregates with 4w5e15� show a shear sense indicated by the
CPO consistent with the global shear sense while a weak surface
ODF indicates the opposite local shear sense.

The relation of the synthetic and antithetic shear senses with
respect to the distance or 4 is expressed as a function of b e 90 in
Fig. 12c and d. As the pole figures form peripheral [c]-axes maxima,
b e 90 gives the orientation of the trace of the basal plane of most
grains in the aggregate. Below a distance d w5e10 mm, which
corresponds to an angle 4 w10e15�, aggregates show a synthetic
shear sense. Above that distance most aggregates show an anti-
thetic shear sense (Fig. 12c and d). If b is >90� the surface



Fig. 8. Overview of sample GP11: Thin section of GP11 (crossed polarizers) showing the sites of CIP-derived [c]-axis orientation images. [c]-axis orientation is color coded according to the look-up table (lower left). Sampling sites
further discussed in the text are indicated.
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Fig. 9. Overview of sample GP11. Outlines of quartz aggregates and traces of the matrix foliation in sample GP11. Gray values of the quartz aggregates indicate percentage o rystallized grains. [c]-axis pole figures of recrystallized
grains. Contours at 1,2.8 times uniform. White circles in the pole figures indicate the parent grain orientation.
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orientation distribution function preferentially shows an asym-
metry corresponding to a shear sense opposite to the global shear
sense (Fig. 14).

4.9. Relation of pole figure geometry and surface and particle
fabrics

The geometry and orientation of surface and particle fabrics
seem to be dependent of the pole figure geometry. For an evalua-
tion independent on the differences of local and global shear
senses, aggregate GP11-1D4, which is found in the highly strained
part of the shear zone, elongated parallel to the shear plane X and
Xa (Figs. 15a and 9) is analyzed in more detail. The aggregate
consists of two separate domains with contrasting surface fabrics
and pole figures. The bulk CPO shows two peripheral maxima
oriented at about b ¼ 60� and 140� (Fig. 15d). The stronger one at
60� is consistent with the global shear sense despite being more
inclined than the usual pole figures (bw 70�) measured in the high
strain part. The surface ODF of each domain shows an asymmetry
corresponding with the domain pole figure (Fig. 15bed). The
orientation of the maxima of the bulk surface fabrics of each
domain makes an angle to the pole figure maximum of 40� in the
synthetic domain (b ¼ 60�) and �20� in the antithetic domain
(b ¼ 140�). The rotation of the pole figure maximum onto the
surface fabric maximum shows opposite senses in both domains-
clockwise and consistent with the shear sense in the synthetic
domain (dextral) and counter-clockwise in the antithetic domain.
The surface fabric and CPO of these domains correspond to those
aggregates in the mylonite which show a synthetic or antithetic
local shear sense, respectively. However in the case of GP11-1D4
there are opposite local shear senses at the domain scale which
are different from the local shear sense at the aggregate scale.

In summary, the relationships between the pole figure, the
surface fabric, and the shear sense for two different typical aggre-
gates are summarized in Fig. 16a and b. In an aggregate where 4 is
small, the pole figure maximum is inclined with the shear sense
(q ¼ b< 90�). The shear sense is the same as the global shear sense.
The characteristic shape has an asymmetry consistent with the
shear sense and with the pole figure. In an aggregate with 4 > 15�,
Fig. 10. Overview of sample GP12. Quartz aggregates are black. Percentage of recrystallized g
right section. [c]-axis pole figures of recrystallized grains. Contours at 1,2.8 times uniform
the pole figure maximum is inclined against the global shear sense
but with the local shear sense (q> b> 90�). The local shear sense is
opposite to the global shear sense. The characteristic shape is again
consistent with the local shear sense and the pole figure.

5. Discussion

The discussion will focus on the most important points arising
from the observations, namely

(1) That the quartz aggregates are mechanically slightly stronger
than the matrix.

(2) That the CPO of recrystallized rims depends on the local
kinematics.

(3) That the CPO indicates local shear senses which may deviate
from the global shear sense.

(4) That the surface fabric depends on the CPO.
5.1. Deformation of quartz aggregates and matrix

Quartz aggregates deformed in a polycrystalline matrix. The
matrix is inferred to have undergone diffusion creep based on the
microstructures and the increasing mixture of phases (Kilian et al.,
2011). In contrast, quartz aggregates have deformed by dislocation
creep, because microstructures indicate dynamic recrystallization,
and they have a CPO and a monoclinic surface ODF. The quartz
aggregates have convex shapes and the matrix wraps around partly
and fully recrystallized aggregates (Figs. 2 and 9). These observa-
tions indicate that quartz aggregates are mechanically stronger
than the matrix. However, as quartz aggregates neither boudinage
nor coalesce to form continuous layers it is inferred that the
viscosity of quartz is only somewhat higher than that of the matrix
but not much.

Strain theory predicts that the orientation of a particle long axis
with respect to the flow plane decreases with increasing aspect
ratio (e.g. Passchier, 1987; Schmid and Podladchikov, 2003;
Marques et al., 2005; Mulchrone and Walsh, 2006; Mulchrone,
2007). When particle viscosity is higher than the embedding
rains in the small aggregates in the enclave isw 94% in the left section, and >99% in the
.



Fig. 11. (a) CIP-derived [c]-axis orientation image of a typical quartz aggregate in a highly deformed mylonite (GP9). [c]-axis orientation is color coded according to the look-up
table. For pole figure see Fig. 14, GP9-1D9. (b) EBSD derived inverse pole figure of fully recrystallized quartz aggregate comparable to the one shown in (a). Kernel half width
7.5� . Contours at 1,1.5,2.4.5 times uniform distribution. Inverse pole figures were calculated for the reference directions X,Y,Z and for the orientation of the [c]-axis maxima (w70�)
and its normal (w160�) as well as for w20� corresponding to the maximum of the surface projection function (angles with respect to X). Common crystallographic orientations are
indicated in the first inverse pole figure. (c) Bulk pole figures of recrystallized quartz in GP11 and GP12 calculated from all aggregates across the shear zone. Maxima of pole figures is
indicated, the displayed maxima are 8 and 5, gray values correspond to 1,2.(5)8 times uniform distribution. (d) Comparison of pole figures obtained from a thin layer (left) and
a thick layer (right) in GP9. The thin layer is w100 mm (w1 grain) thick and directly adjacent and parallel to the thick layer which is several grains thick (w300e600 mm). Total
length of measured layers is about 22 mm. The maximum of the pole figure is indicated, the displayed maximum is 10 and gray values correspond to 1,2.10 times uniform
distribution. (e) Local rotation of the CPO: [c]-axis orientation image of recrystallized quartz aggregates in a highly strained part of GP9. The layers are parallel to the matrix and
change their orientation around a garnet porphyroclast. Note the local orientation deviation of quartz [c]-axes. Pole figures of the upper layers (1) and the left and the right part of
the lower layers (2 and 3). The angle q changes with the orientation in the lower layer, b remains approximately constant at 70� . CIP-derived [c]-axis orientation image color coded
according to look-up table. Shear sense in all figures is dextral.
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matrix, it is expected that the particles rotate faster and change
their aspect ratio more slowly than the matrix (e.g. Freeman, 1987;
Schmid and Podladchikov, 2003; Mulchrone and Walsh, 2006).

The angle 4 of the quartz aggregate is slightly smaller than the
angle F of the corresponding foliation trace in the matrix, i.e. the
quartz aggregate is rotated more than the matrix foliation (Fig. 5c).
If bulk simple shear progressive deformation in the shear zone is
assumed, it can be interpreted that the quartz aggregates show
a higher apparent shear strain than indicated by the corresponding
foliation in the matrix. In contrast, the shear strain deduced from
the aspect ratio R of the quartz aggregates using g ¼ (R - 1)/OR is
lower than that of the corresponding matrix. The values of R and 4

in Fig. 5b fall within the field where more viscous particles rotate
more and stretch less than expected for a passive marker in
progressive simple shear (e.g. Freeman, 1987).

5.2. Recrystallization of parent grains

The presence of a strong CPO and microstructures typical for
dynamic recrystallization are indicative for dislocation creep as the
deformation mechanism (Figs. 6 and 11). The observed peripheral
maximum [c]-axis pole figures are usually interpreted to result
from the activity of the basal <a> slip system (e.g. Schmid and
Casey, 1986).

Relict magmatic quartz grains have been progressively replaced
by recrystallized grains toward the shear zone center (Fig. 9). The
initial recrystallization occurred by progressive subgrain rotation.
When the subgrain boundaries become grain boundaries, they
become mobile, and grain boundary migration occurs. This process
takes place until the relict grain is entirely consumed (White, 1976;
Drury and Urai, 1990). The progress of subgrain rotation recrystal-
lization from rim to core is expected to produce a misorientation
gradient toward the outer margin of the parent grain, as can
occasionally be observed in some porphyroclasts (e.g. Fig. 8, GP11-
1D22, lower right). Many parent grains show a high misorientation
gradient with respect to the recrystallized grains (Fig. 8). We
propose that this situation is the result of grain boundary migration
during recrystallization. Recrystallized grains form by subgrain
rotation and rotate into orientations suitable to comply with the
local kinematics. It was reported that the subgrain size is smaller
than the recrystallized grain size and hence grain boundary
migration is accompanied by a grain size increase (Kilian et al.,
2011) that obliterates the continuous misorientation gradient
formed during initial recrystallization. The consumption of non-
suitably oriented grains by grains which are oriented in an easy
slip orientation has been previously observed in experimentally
deformed quartzite (e.g. Heilbronner and Tullis, 2006). The CPO of
some recrystallized rims appears in some cases as a broad disper-
sion of the parent grain crystallographic orientation. This coinci-
dence might be related to crystal plastic deformation of the parent
grain preceding recrystallization. However, the orientation of the
parent grain finally has little control on the CPO of recrystallized



Fig. 13. Re-orientation of the CPO across a strain gradient: [c]-axis orientation images of quartz aggregates progressively rotated into parallelism with the shear zone plane. The red
line in the pole figures indicates aggregate long axis, and the black line indicates the normal to the CPO maximum. The indicated shear sense is the (global) shear zone sense. The
fabric developed in the lower domains is caused by the local inverse shear sense. Note the mica seams between the lower two quartz aggregates indicating a sinistral shear sense
between the layers. See Fig. 13 for details of the CPO and the fabric of GP11-1D15.
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aggregates if local strain is high enough (Fig. 8, e.g. site GP11-1D22)
and the parent grain orientation is unsuitable to accommodate
glide. In the case of only a small difference of parent grain orien-
tation and recrystallized rim, and the parent grain orientations can
be regarded as suitable for easy slip, no conclusion can be drawn.

5.3. Relation of the CPO and the kinematic framework

[c]-axis pole figures reported in literature are in often either
monoclinic or orthorhombic, the former referred to as internally
asymmetric. The orthorhombic axes can be inclined with respect to
an external reference frame, which is referred to as externally
asymmetric. It has been suggested that the asymmetry of a pole
figure can be used to infer the shear sense (Etchecopar,1977; Berthe
et al., 1979; Lister and Hobbs, 1980; Simpson, 1980; Behrmann and
Platt, 1982; Simpson and Schmid, 1983). According to theoretical
CPO models (Lister and Hobbs, 1980) and CPOs measured in well-
constrained shear zones (e.g. Behrmann and Platt, 1982; Law, 1986;
Schmid and Casey, 1986; Mancktelow, 1987) a monoclinic pole
figure geometry serves as a reliable shear sense indicator. We
measured CPOs with a peripheral [c]-axis maximum to a weak
straight single girdle or partial straight single girdle, which are
mostly orthorhombic. This type of CPO is frequently measured in
natural shear zones (e.g. Burg and Laurent, 1978; Simpson, 1980;
Garcia-Celma, 1983; Law et al., 1990) as well as obtained from
numerical modeling (Etchecopar and Vasseur, 1987; Wenk et al.,
1989). The applicability of an orthorhombic single girdle pole
figure as a shear sense indicator depends in that case on the
reference frame and the chosen CPO model (e.g. Lister and
Williams, 1979; Schmid and Casey, 1986).

Existing observations are ambiguous about whether the single
girdle orientation rotates with respect to the finite strain axes or the
global kinematic framework (e.g. the shear zone boundary plane)
or with respect to both. Girdle orientations that remain stable with
respect to the global kinematic framework are predicted in
numerical models (Lister and Hobbs,1980;Wenk et al., 1989; Jessell
and Lister, 1990) and in some experiments (Bouchez and Duval,
1982; Dell’Angelo and Tullis, 1989) and real shear zones (Burg
and Laurent, 1978; Hudleston, 1980; van Roermund et al., 1979).
The pole figures in these cases basically rotate with respect to
a reference frame defined by the finite strain axes. Other studies
indicate that the external asymmetry of the pole figure undergoes
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Fig. 14. Shape fabrics and CPO: Particle ODF (PAROR), surface ODF (SURFOR) and [c]-axis pole figures. b/abulk and orientation of the maximum of the projection function are
indicated (in � and as black dots in the rose diagrams). [c]-axis maxima are indicated, contours are 2,4,.16 and 1,2.8 times uniform distribution. Black line in the pole figure is the
aggregate long axis orientation 4. Sampling sites are indicated in Fig. 8, except for GP9-1D9.
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Fig. 15. (a) [c]-axis orientation image of recrystallized quartz aggregate from the highly strained mylonite (GP11-1D4). The (global) shear zone shear sense is dextral, corresponding
with [c]-axis orientations showing blue-greenish colors. Note the oblique fabric in the red domain, inclined against the global and main local shear sense. (b,c) Surface orientation
distribution functions of the upper and lower domain. (d) Pole figure showing the maxima of each domain, the plane perpendicular to the maxima (inferred basal plane, stippled
line), the maxima of the surface projection function (solid dots). The rotation of the “surface”maxima relative to the pole figure maxima is in both domains synthetic with respect to
the inferred shear sense on the basal plane. The shear sense is synthetic with the global shear sense in the upper domain and antithetic in the lower domain.
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only minor rotation with respect to the orientation of the inferred
finite strain axes (Carreras et al., 1977; Simpson, 1980; Garcia-
Celma, 1983; Schmid and Casey, 1986; Etchecopar and Vasseur,
1987; Heilbronner and Tullis, 2006) and major rotation occurs with
respect to the shear zone boundary plane with increasing strain. At
high strain single girdle or peripheral maxima tend to rotate
synthetically with the shear sense resulting in a stable orientation
that can no longer be simply related to finite strain (e.g. Schmid and
Casey,1986). Some of the differences in apparent shear sense can be
related to flow partitioning between the quartz and the host rock
(e.g. Carreras et al., 1977; Lister and Williams, 1979), but it is not
clear whether flow partitioning occurs in pure quartz rocks (e.g.
Heilbronner and Tullis, 2006).

Quartz pole figuresmeasured in the Gran Paradisomylonites are
in most cases orthorhombic with a single peripheral [c]-axis
maximum and show major rotations with respect to the shear
zone reference frame (XYZ) andminor ones with respect to the local
reference frames (XaYZa) (e.g. Figs. 12 and 14). We observe that the
[c]-axis maximum is inclined with the local shear sense and that
the CPO reaches a stable position (q w b w 70�) as soon as aggre-
gate rotation ceases in the most highly strained parts. The stable
orientation of the CPO maxima does not change as long as layers
remain parallel to the shear zone boundary (Fig. 11). The inclination
of b w70� or roughly w110� with respect to the local reference
frame is also readily attained if strain is locally large enough
(Fig. 12a and b). From these observations we conclude that the CPO
develops in relationship to a local kinematic framework but does
not develop in a relationship to a fixed global kinematic framework
(CPO rotates with respect to the shear zone boundary) and not in
a relationship to the orientation of the finite strain axes of the entire
shear zone (CPO deviates around clasts and reaches a stable, strain
independent orientation).

The rotation of the local kinematic framework with respect to
the global kinematic reference frame causes an apparent discrep-
ancy with predictions of numerical models (Lister and Hobbs, 1980;
Etchecopar and Vasseur, 1987; Wenk et al., 1989; Jessell and Lister,



Fig. 16. Summary of the surface fabrics and CPO analysis showing (a) the characteristic grain shape (derived from the SURFOR orientation distribution function) with a trace of the
[c]-axis pole figure maximum of recrystallized grains, (b) The pole figure and (c) Two hypothetical instantaneous stretching axes (ISA). The gray line in the pole figure indicates the
trace of the plane normal to the [c]-axis maximum (i.e. most basal planes of quartz crystals in the aggregate), the black line the aggregate angle 4 between X and Xa (see Figs. 11a and
13 for details of the fabric). The top row is obtained from an aggregate parallel to the shear plane with a typical CPO and surface fabric. The bottom row is obtained from an
aggregate inclined to the shear plane, showing an antithetically rotated CPO and surface fabric maximum. The trace of the basal plane (b e 90) is antithetically rotated (with respect
to global shear sense) with respect to the aggregate orientation (gray line) of GP11-1D15. Two sets of inferred ISA are shown, one stable (assuming simple shear) to the global
reference frame (black) which is always at 45� with respect to the shear zone boundary and one rotated with the shear sense about an angle smaller than the aggregate rotation
(gray). See text for discussion.
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1990) and experimental or natural shear zones (Burg and Laurent,
1978; van Roermund et al., 1979; Bouchez and Duval, 1982). This
discrepancy can be explained e at least in part e by pointing out
that in some of those studies where the developing pole figures
rotate with respect to the shear zone boundary (e.g. Carreras et al.,
1977; Simpson, 1980; Garcia Celma, 1983) either the kinematic
framework rotated, too, or the kinematic vorticity number
increased with progressing deformation. Schmid and Casey (1986)
suggest that a rotation of a single girdle may result from an
increasing non-coaxiality (increasing kinematic vorticity number)
or from increasing strain by progressive simple shear until a stable
position is reached. Heilbronner and Tullis (2006) observed a major
rotation of the pole figure with respect to the shear zone boundary
with increasing strain in shear experiments but steady state
presumably was not attained.

Opposite external CPO asymmetries found around quartz
aggregates have been interpreted as opposite shear senses caused
by strain partitioning around porphyroclasts (e.g. Garcia-Celma,
1983; Jerabek et al., 2007). In the present work the contrasting
CPO asymmetries in the recrystallized rims of some of the parent
grains are interpreted in such a way that the local kinematic
framework is heterogeneous around the aggregate and controls the
final CPO in the rim. The changes of the local kinematic framework
(Figs. 8 and 9, e.g. site GP11-1D22, Fig. 15) result from the flow
behavior of the matrix around the quartz aggregates and possibly
spin of the aggregate with respect to the shear zone boundary.

The population of angles b yields a gap around 90�e100� which
indicates an instability of a [c]-axis orientation at b w 90� (Fig. 12a
and b). Recrystallized grains readily rotate into orientations suitable
for flow in response to matrix kinematics even in the least strained
parts of the shear zone if local strain of the rim is high enough. The
angles of b > 90� for aggregate orientations with 4 > 15 are related
with local antithetic shear senses (Figs.12c,d and 13). Consequently,
a rotation of the pole figurewith the local shear sense out of the 90�

orientation can potentially explain the distributions of angles b.
These relations generally show less scatter in sample GP12 which is
more homogenous than sample GP11.

It is concluded that the CPO of the recrystallized rim depends
mainlyon the local kinematic frameworkaround theaggregates. The
CPO readily adjusts with increasing strain in the aggregate toward
a stable position with respect to the local kinematic framework but
this local kinematic framework changes inside the shear zone as the
aggregates rotate with increasing finite strain. The re-orientation of
the local kinematic framework competeswith the strain-dependent
rotationof the CPO toward a stable orientatione individual CPOs are
the results of these competing processes.

5.4. Relationship between CPO and shape fabric

Asymmetric particle and surface ODFs, also recognized as obli-
que grain shape fabrics or oblique foliations, have been used to infer
the shear sense (e.g. Berthe et al., 1979; Simpson and Schmid, 1983;
Lister and Snoke, 1984; Knipe and Law, 1987). We observe that the
asymmetry of the surface ODF generally coincides with the orien-
tation of the [c]-axis pole figure maximum (Fig. 14). The particle
fabrics usually are weak, but if there is a preferred orientation, all
the pole figures show a steeper inclination than the particle and
surface ODFswith respect to Xa (e.g. GP11-1D15 in Figs.14 and 15d).
Independent whether the surface ODFs geometry (symmetric or
monocline), all surface ODFs show a small constriction which
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coincides with the orientation of the [c]-axis maximum (Figs. 14
and 15). This contrasts with observations in dynamically recrys-
tallized quartzites, where the submaximum of the surface orien-
tation distribution function is interpreted to coincide with the pole
figure maximum (Stunitz, 1991).

The relation of the surface ODF and the CPO found in aggregate
GP11-1D4 suggests that the surface ODF depends on the [c]-axis
orientation rather than on the kinematic framework or shear
sense (Fig. 15). The aggregate is situated in the highly strained part
of themylonite (Fig. 8) and shows two [c]-axis orientation domains,
one of which is inclined against the shear sense and both with
a corresponding surface fabric (Fig.15). However, in that case there is
no reason to assume twoopposite local shear senses at the aggregate
scale rather than at the domain scale. Therefore, the asymmetry of
the surface ODF cannot be related to the macroscopic shear sense
but it is proposed that it is rather related to the microscopic shear
sense related to deformation and recrystallization of individual
grains in each domain. Similar observations in domainal micro-
structures have been interpreted as being caused by an antithetic
shear using a similar slip system in combination with grain
boundary sliding and migration (Pauli et al., 1996).

Two main processes can be considered to influence the surface
fabric of grain boundaries during dislocation creep: 1) subgrain
rotation recrystallization and 2) grain boundary migration.

5.4.1. Process 1: subgrain rotation recrystallization
Subgrain rotation recrystallization produces boundary orien-

tations depending on the slip system and the dislocation type
(Baeta and Ashbee, 1969; Trepied et al., 1980). Most observed
subgrain boundaries in the quartz aggregates are preferentially
parallel to a trace of a prism plane and can be interpreted as tilt
boundaries of basal edge dislocations with Burgers vector
<a> (e.g. Trepied et al., 1980). Grain boundaries are therefore
required to rotate relative to the [c]-axis to meet the observed
relation. A rotation of the grain boundary in the sense of a rotation
of a material plane with respect to the crystal orientation requires
that the grain deforms internally. Nevertheless, the grains in the
Gran Paradiso metagranodiorite have relatively equant shapes.

The measured single maximum pole figures show little spread
and are not consistent with large lattice rotations in individual
grains unless there is substantial compensation by the spin of
grains in the opposite direction. A potential explanation can be
provided by a combination of grain rotation (spin) and an internal
opposite [c]-axis rotation (e.g. Pauli et al., 1996). The spin of grains
implies grain-scale strain partitioning because a compensating
mechanism is required if there is only one dominant slip system
involved (Mancktelow, 1987; Schmid, 1994; Pauli et al., 1996).
Therefore, if subgrain rotation recrystallization is the process
responsible for the generation of grain boundaries, slip on the basal
<a> slip system has to be accompanied by an unidentified slip
system or grain boundary sliding to explain the CPO-monoclinic
surface ODF relation.

5.4.2. Process 2: grain boundary migration
The driving potential for grain boundary migration is a differ-

ence in strain energy (volume energy) (e.g. Poirier and Guillope,
1979; Guillope and Poirier, 1980) which in itself should lead to an
isotropic fabric.

However, in many situations where grain boundary migration is
involved in dynamical recrystallization e like in our example e

anisotropic fabrics have been reported (e.g. Lister and Snoke, 1984;
Knipe and Law, 1987). We observe a minor constriction in the
surface ODF in the position of the [c]-axis maximum, which
suggests that grain boundaries preferentially do not contain the
trace of the [c]-axis. Kruhl and Peternell (2002) described
a preferential development of rhombohedral planes at amphibolite
facies conditions and Kuntcheva et al. (2006) report a preponder-
ance of rhombohedral and high index planes and a preferential
development of boundaries at around 25e50� to the [c]-axis in
dynamically recrystallized quartz from amphibolite facies gneisses.
As long as the [c]-axis lies in the plane of observation, the trace of
{r}-planes cannot be parallel to the trace of the [c]-axis. The
maximum of<r>- poles in inverse pole figures plotted with respect
to the direction of the surface ODF maximum (Fig. 11b) could
explain the constrictions in the surface ODF at the [c]-axis
maximum position if {r}-planes are developed as grain boundaries.

Various explanations have been suggested for the origin of
anisotropic fabrics formed during grain boundary migration.
Anisotropic material properties such as anisotropic surface energy
could potentially cause the preferred orientation of certain
boundaries during grain boundary migration (Kuntcheva et al.,
2006). The contribution of surface energy to the driving potential
of grain boundary migration during dynamic recrystallization is
dependent on grain size and differential stress (Poirier and
Guillope, 1979; Guillope and Poirier, 1980). With regards to the
large grains size in the Gran Paradiso mylonite, it is questionable
whether surface energy may provide a significant contribution to
grain growth (Platt and Behr, 2011). So it remains openwhat drives
the grain size increase from subgrain size to recrystallized grain size
and therefore if anisotropic surface fabrics can be related to a crys-
tallographically related effect.

5.4.3. Comparison of both processes: subgrain rotationegrain
boundary migration

The strength of the surface fabric measured by b/abulk is variable
and the microstructure and the type of surface fabric varies
considerably (e.g. Fig. 6def and 14) even within one highly
stretched quartz aggregate. This variation can be roughly correlated
with the amount of second phase particles (Fig. 6e and f) and
microstructures indicative of pinning. Pinning and therefore the
grain boundary mobility are related to the amount and distribution
of second phase particles (e.g. Olgaard and Evans, 1986). It is sug-
gested that the heterogeneous distribution of second phase parti-
cles resulted in a heterogeneous grain boundary mobility that can
account for the differences in the observed microstructures and
surface fabrics.

The contribution of two processes is envisaged to act concur-
rently to produce a surface fabric: migration and rotation of grain
boundaries. At low grain boundary velocity, locked or slowly
migrating grain boundaries behave as material planes and rotate as
the grain deforms internallywhich leads,e assuming the formation
of new grain boundaries by subgrain rotation recrystallization e to
a monoclinic surface ODF. Conversely, at high grain boundary
velocity strain-dependent grain boundary rotation is less important
than grain boundary migration for developing surface ODFs. Such
an interpretation complies with the observations of strong mono-
clinic surface ODFs in inclusion rich parts and more orthorhombic
to symmetric surface ODFs in inclusion poor parts of quartz
aggregates (Fig. 6e and f).

5.5. Flow partitioning

As outlined earlier the aspect ratio and 4-data of the quartz
aggregates and the absence of coalescence supports the interpre-
tation that they deformed as more viscous objects in a less viscous
matrix. The apparent flattening (Menegon and Pennacchioni, 2010)
of quartz aggregates can be attributed to a higher rate of rotation
(spin) and a lower strain rate in the quartz aggregates than in the
matrix. However, the previously noted reversal of the local shear
sense requires an explanation. In the case where a more viscous
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particle deforms in a less viscous matrix, the shear-induced
vorticity would be translated into components of shear induced
spin of the particle and an addition of a coaxial component of flow
inside the particle (Lister and Williams, 1983), resulting in particle
rotation (spin) with respect to its matrix and deformation with an
additional pure shear component (lower shear induced vorticity).
The extent of this partitioning is dependent on the degree of
decoupling of the particleematrix interface and the viscosity ratio
(e.g. Ishii, 1992; Schmid and Podladchikov, 2003). A difference of
the vorticity number between a particle and its matrix (as a result
of deformation partitioning) implies that the instantaneous
stretching axes (ISA) inside the particle rotate with respect to the
global reference frame (Lister and Williams, 1983). Modeling of the
kinematics in multilayers as a function of layer orientation and
viscosity contrast (Ishii, 1992; Jiang, 1994) when deforming by bulk
simple shear, predicts a spin of the ISA within the more viscous
layer with the sense of vorticity for synthetic layer orientations.
With reference to our samples and assuming that quartz behaves as
the higher viscous particle, this implies that the ISA inside the
quartz aggregates change their orientation with respect to the
matrix and that the flow type deviated from simple shear to
a combination of simple and pure shear.

A rotation of the ISA out of a 45� fixed orientation (Fig. 16c) can
explain the observed reverse shear senses, or the local persistence of
a [c]-axis domain oriented for antithetic slip in the highly strained
mylonite (Fig.15) in theGran Paradisomylonites, i.e. the indicated in
some quartz aggregates in the intermediately strained mylonite
(Fig. 13). Basal <a> as the major slip system must be suitably
oriented to accommodate microscopic shear (Fig. 16b and c).
According to the [c]-axismaximum,many quartz basal planes in the
recrystallized aggregates are inclined with respect to Xa such that
slip in the observed sense is only reasonable if the orientation of the
ISA is different for each deforming quartz aggregate and deviates
fromafixed 45� orientationwith respect to the shear zone boundary
(Fig. 16c).

The inverse shear sense in thematrixequartz aggregate interface
and inside some aggregates (Fig. 13) during intermediate strain
(4 > 15�) can be explained by the partitioning of flow between the
quartz aggregatesand thematrix. The ISAareexpected to rotatewith
the aggregatee at least to some degreee , so the shear induced spin
has to be compensated by flow parallel to the layer (- matrix inter-
face) with the opposite sense of vorticity to the global flow. In other
words, the bulk non-coaxial flow in the shear zone is discontinuous
inside the quartz aggregates, and therefore the quartz aggregates
spin, so that layer (aggregate) parallel shear must take place. Lister
and Snoke (1984) observed similar effects on dikes dragged into
a shear zone.

However, an alternative to flow partitioning to explain the
quartz aggregate behavior and the contrasting shear senses is to
assume that flow in the entire shear zone deviates strongly from
simple shear plain strain. Menegon and Pennacchioni (2010) show
that the shortening direction in the southern Gran Paradiso is at
a high angle to the horizontal shear zones, based on the shear zone
orientation distribution, shapes of mafic enclaves in the rock
volumes between the shear zones and shapes of quartz aggregates
insidemylonitic shear zones. However, the reversals of shear senses
and differential deformation between quartz aggregates andmatrix
indicate that quartz aggregates do not behave as passive markers.
Additionally it is uncertain whether the flow type inside the shear
zone is identical to the flow type in the rock volumes between
them. The shear zones must have a lower viscosity than the host
rock and hence flow partitioning has to be expected, so that flow
in the shear zone should at least have a higher shear induced
vorticity than flow in the host rock (e.g. Jiang, 1994).
5.6. Implications for the interpretation of shear senses and
microstructures

The microstructures and CPO development discussed above are
typical for shear zones in the Gran Paradiso. They consist of more
viscous quartz aggregates which deformed by dislocation creep in
a less viscous matrix which deformed by diffusion creep at lower
amphibolite facies conditions. In similar situations where flow
partitioning may have occurred, shear sense interpretations based
on shape fabrics and CPOs should be undertaken carefully.

We observe that the CPO has developed in a relationship to the
quartz aggregate kinematic reference frame rather than to the
global (shear zone) reference frame and also that opposite shear
senses developed in aggregates oriented at small angles to themain
shear zone. This situation may lead to erroneous interpretation of
shear sense from orthorhombic [c]-axis pole figures if the kine-
matic reference frame is assumed to be fixed to the shear zone
boundary and if the global reference frame is not known. This can
be avoided if the highest strained parts of the shear zones are
analyzed, because in these it is likely that quartz aggregates have
reached a stable position with respect to the shear zone (parallel
layering, high aspect ratio). Additionally, multiple measurements in
different aggregates are recommended.

The surface ODF in the analyzed quartz aggregates are princi-
pally dependent on the CPO orientation. The active slip system is
basal <a> which is fairly common at low to medium grade meta-
morphic conditions (Schmid and Casey, 1986; Takeshita, 1996;
Stipp et al., 2002). If grain boundary mobility is low, a monoclinic
surface ODF can be related to the sense of resolved microscopic
shear. This sense of microscopic shear will not necessarily coincide
with the global shear sense. A strong CPO and the resulting
anisotropic distribution of the basal planes allow that slip can also
be antithetic with respect to the macroscopic shear sense. An
orthorhombic surface fabric appears to be indicative of higher grain
boundary mobility and therefore only as reliable as the shear sense
information obtained from the CPO.
6. Conclusions

The development of crystallographic preferred orientation of
quartz has been studied in the Gran Paradiso metagranodiorite in
small-scale shear zones, which formed at lower amphibolite facies
conditions. Global and local reference frames have to be considered
separately for the shear zone and for individual quartz aggregates.

1. Quartz aggregates deformed as more viscous particles in
a weaker matrix, resulting in flow partitioning and a deviation
of the local kinematic framework of quartz aggregates from the
global kinematic framework of the shear zone.

2. Dynamic recrystallization resulted in a steady-state grain size
and formation of CPO at relatively low strain.

3. The crystallographic orientation of the non-recrystallized
magmatic quartz grains has had a minor influence on the
final CPO. Even at low total strain, the initial CPO is usually
related to the local kinematic framework.

4. The CPO maximum is synthetically inclined with the local
shear sense and stable at w70� with respect to the local flow
plane.

5. The orientation of a [c]-axis pole figure reflects the combina-
tion of the local kinematic framework, strain-dependent rota-
tion of the CPO toward the stable position inside the aggregate,
and rotation of the aggregates within the global reference
frame.
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6. Particle and surface fabrics are related to the [c]-axis orienta-
tion. Monoclinic surface fabrics indicate a shear sense consis-
tent with the shear sense along an inferred basal <a> slip
system but this may not necessarily be identical to the imposed
global shear sense of the shear zone.

7. Development of monoclinic vs orthorhombic to symmetric
fabrics is a function of the grain boundary velocity. Pinned grain
boundaries are assumed to develop deformation controlled,
monoclinic surface ODFs while more mobile grain boundaries
tend to develop more symmetric surface ODFs controlled by
other factors, e.g. crystallography.

8. Flow partitioning can explain a systematically opposite shear
sense observed in aggregates inclined >15� with respect to the
shear zone boundary.

9. We recommend that CPO and fabric measurements in rocks
whichhaveexperiencedflowpartitioning (i.e.mostpolymineralic
rocks) should only be performed in themost highly strained parts
where aggregate rotation has largely ceased. Knowledge of the
shear zone boundary orientation is indispensable.
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